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SINCE 1883

"Nine tenths of education is encouragement.'
Anatole France

Obama emerges with n w attitude
a

Laney Austin
News Editor
More than a year has passed
since the historic inauguration of
the United States' 44th president,
Barack Obama. On Wednesday, the
President delivered his first eagerly anticipated State of the Union
Address to Congress. Expectations
were high 'for this annual speech
and most people were wondering
which major issues President
Obama would choose to focus on.
One issue in particular, the supposed repeal of the "Don't Ask,
Don't Tell" policy, was a major
headliner amongst news outlets
and had the American public wondering if the President dared to
touch upon the controversial issue.
Just like many of President
Obama's speeches in the past, this
one was filled with charismatic language and yet again provided the
public with a sense of hope. This
speech was crucial, especially during this rough period for the
Democrats, who have faced a series
of heavy issues the past several
weeks. At the top of that list came
a loss in a once guaranteed Senate
race, health care reform seeing a
turn for the worst, rising unemployment numbers, an enormous
deficit with this year's budget, and

strong need for financial reform.

Critics of the President have
made many sharp comments over
the past year about how he has
backed off the drive that he had
Last
during the campaign.
Wednesday's address showed a new
side of the President, one that is
unapologetic and direct.
At the top of the agenda for
President Obama was healthcare.
Although, the public option was met
with harsh criticisms from both parties, President Obama is not letting
the entire bill die without a fight. It is
evident that he will continue to push
the value of health care reform,
regardless of what controversy the
media have been showering it with.
attitude
His
has carried into financial reform, as
well, saying that change in this area is
long overdue. He plans to carry' out
major alterations to America's financial crisis whether or not Secretary of
the Treasury Timothy Geithner
push-come-to-sh-

approves.

ove

,

The President hopes to

imple-

ment a new jobs bill in order to
help boost the
economy to help fight unemployment numbers. With one of his
campaign focuses being reducing
rates, President
unemployment
Obama is under enormous pressure
to make change.
'Surprisingly, the repeal of "Don't
still-struggli-

ng

Ask, Don't Tell" was an issue that
flew largely under the radar.

Although briefly mentioned in the
speech, the President failed to dedicate the anticipated generous amount
of time to the topic. He did say, however, that the policy, which discriminates against homosexuals serving
openly in the. military, is getting
thrown out.
But is this too little too late? With
the shocking Senate loss for the
Democrats in Massachusetts, the
health care bill is barely hanging on.
Congressional Democrats fear that
the bill won't pass at all and they will
have to start from scratch.
On top of that, economists and
political strategists have been warning tor nearly a year that the budget
stimulus package is too small. Kither
way, it would have been nice to have

the jobs bill a year ago, before the
stimulus package took effect. Even
further, this new and bold Obama-tud- e
is the kind of leadership style
that most Democrats have been
searching for this past year.
Regardless of what happens in the
next couple months, America is in
store for some pretty drastic changes.
With the new presidential attitude
and progressive agenda, Obama critics already have their pens blazing on
the faults they see with these new
can the
goals. The real question is

President Obama delivers his first State of the Union
address to Congress. The speech was met with wide
acceptance after much skepticism (Photo by AP).

President rise to the occasion?

Visiting professor shares history of Northeast India
V"
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Assam, one of India's largest producers of tea, is one of
the states within Northeastern India (Photo by AP).
William Miller
Voice Staff
Rakhal Purkayastha, Visiting
Fulbright Scholar Professor of
History, presented a history of
Northeast India to the, campus
community on Tuesday.
Considered to be one of the most
politically divided areas of South
Asia, Purkayastha kept students,
faculty, and staff eager to learn

more about a region of the world
that is not often publicized.
"It is very difficult for these
regions to find coverage in the
press or in the media," said
Purkayastha. "At the best, we know
about India, but we don't know
about Northeast India."
Wedged between Burma and
China, Northeast India is a collection of eight states, Assam,
Nagaland,
Manipur,
Tripura,
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DeGrandchamp

rpn

cializes in Indian government and
politics as well as Ancient Western

cultural assimilation, ineffective lwr-dmanagement, and insensitive
media as reasons for the unrest. The
Northeast has repeatedly threatened
succession from the mainland, hut has
never followed through on these

and written several articles on
India,
Northeast
including
"Paradoxes of Industrialization in
Meghlaya" and "Roots of Nada

This spring at
political thought.
Wooster, he is teaching History of
Since
Indian
Politics
1948.
Purkayastha has also edited a lxx)k

er

Insurgency."

With a thriving economy and a
progressive education rate in

threats.
"We have to make a difference
between terrorism and insurgency,"
said Purkayastha.
"Terrorism is
something new to India, but insur-

recent years, India has been gathering significant attention on the
world stage.
found
Audience
members
particuPurkayastha's presentation
larly pertinent to learning more about
a country that is becoming of
increased importance to the prosperity of the United States and the world.
Students were particularly impressed
by how much they gained from the

not."
Born in Tuensang, a small town
in Nagaland, and now a faculty
member at St. Anthony's College,
located in neighboring Meghalaya,
Purkayastha is no stranger to
Northeast India. To share his
experience and knowledge of the
region, Purkayastha received the
prestigious Fulbright Scholarship
to teach in the United States. He
selected Wooster based on its personal and engaging academic environment.
"The College has not hosted a
Fulbright Scholar for over i()
years," said Jill Mimro, Assistant
Dean for Academic Administration.
"We have a wonderful opportunity
in Dr. Purkayastha to expand our
horizons and learn about another
country's history and political
environment
directly from an
that area of the
from
expert
world."

gency

is

'

SK'ecll.

"I knew very little on the topic, so
the lecture was quite eye ocning,"
said Andrew Charlton '10. "Due to
India's growth in all facets, I believe
the world, and America in particular,
should take an increased interest in
the country.''

Purkayastha's presentation on
Northeast India enforced India's
global predominance,
bringing
attention to an essential part of the
country that might otherwise be
overlooked.
"It is very important and strategic to India," said Purkayastha.
"You cannot talk about India in isoeach part of the country
lation
is as important as the other."

At St. Anthony's, Purkayastha spe

:
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to last week's view-

point which disagreed with
the current
system.
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Over thirty groups have been
involved with the unrest for reasons that hold mainland India
accountable.
Among others, Purkayastha cited
mainland India's poor governance,

1

--

Meghalaya, Mi.oram, Arunachal
Pradesh and Sikkim, that connect to
India's 20 other states through a i!'
mile-lon- g
strip of land known as
the Siliguri Corridor. Although the
states account for only eight percent
of India's territorial area, they are
tremendously important to their
country's culture. A third of India's
native tribes reside in the Northeast,
most of which speak entirely different languages; some 4'2() different
languages and dialects are spoken in
the Northeast altogether.
"I think nowhere can you find
more diversity in India than in the
northeast of India," Purkayastha
told his audience. "They say it is a
place where the yellow and brown
races mix and intermingle. You
find people from every race of the
world in the Northeast."
During the 18th and.lMh centuries, abundant tea fields and oil
reserves in the Northeast caught
British colonial interests, risking
Western European interference
with ancient Indian culture. But
the area's landscape of rolling hills
and some of the wettest areas on
the planet made colonization particularly difficult. Because of these
limitations, the Northeast was
always regarded as a frontier and
never a controlled region of the
British Raj. Today, those natural
resources have been developed
Assam is one of India's largest oil
producing regions and is now the
world's largest producer of tea.
Apart from its natural resources,
the Northeast has been subject to
local insurgency in past decades.

Mananne Sierocinski points
out the multiple opportunities for support that
Wooster provides its students. For the full viewpoint,
turn to page 3.

May lobar reports on Eric

editors Matthew
Yannie and Chris Weston
debate who will be the victors of Superbowl XUV.
Turn to page 7 to read their

Sports

New York. See page 4 to

Nathan Comstock illustrates Brandelle Knights'
accomplishments and her
upcoming band performance. See page 5 for the

read the

full story.

opinions.

Babbit's first place finish in

the

Business

Case

Competition in Rochester,
full story.
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Ken Bogucki to lead
wine tasting

Kittrcdga Hc!l,

will lead a series of wine tastings
starting tomorrow at 1:30 p.m. at the
Wooster Inn and running each
Saturday uiitil Feb. 27. iThe tasting
will feature different wines from
around the world, focusing on the
fundamentals of wine tasting, whites,
new and old reds and Ohio Quality
Seal wines. Each of the four tastings
will focus on a different genre of wine

- Join

5-- 7

LOCAL

Animal rights activists have drafted
a petition for a proposed Ohio constitutional amendment for November's
election. The state attorney general's
office is currently reviewing petition
language. The Humane Society of
the United States and other animal
rights activists have joined forces as
Ohioans for Humane Farms to create

Charles Horenstein

constitutional

.

.

;

;

duced from Oct. 26 to Jan. 13.
The beef was distributed
through the Chicago area. No ill- nesses had been linked with the
contaminated beef as of press time.

INTERNATIONAL
;

Lama despite tensions

every week, we, too, sometimes fall
short. Please send your corrections
to voicezvooster.edu.

have broken up in recent years, said
Galaty, from the integration of
marriage outside of the group. Communism into their culture from
Typically, larger families are the Emperor Enver Hoxha. By taking
more power- - away their land, the power of having
ful
ones,
a big family became a diminished
J "1VJ making this part of their culture, causing families
a
culture to split. During the 50 years Hoxha
111")
that encourreigned, they also could not practice
as Catholocism, which Galaty stated
ages
chil
was Shala's predominant religion.
I1""?
dren as pos-"They're pretty unique," said
sibie, prefer-whe- re Galaty. 'There's no culture like this
anywhere left in Europe. This is the
J? j "J1
last place to study these cultures and
why they existed." As a result of his
MiCHAEU. GALATY
work, Galaty recently published a
,ribal piece called "Afghanistan Is Not
Archeologist,'
which compares
cultures in Vietnam,"
the
Millsaps College the past that Albanian tribe to Afghanistan.
found social
"This will hopefully show why
structures easier to manage by studying Albania is important,"said
restricting marriage or children in Galaty. "If you're trying to defeat
some way; the Shala tribe usually
the Taliban, but you don't underexperiences population loss in other stand the rules under which the
ways, such as feuding families and Taliban operates, how are you going
emigration.
to defeat them or integrate them
These big patriarchal families into the modern world?"

'""'"

.

oi poiiery came
from which peri- od
of
time,

r

mar-

r

there,

These are people who live
in a tribal existance, and it's

team
Galaty's
the
formulated a map one
of where the
people
tribe started and
where
they
branched during
time
different
For
periods.
example, one wall
discovered was
thought to be the remains of a hideout from the 1500s, but pottery and
stone tools left there revealed it was
more likely to be from around 800
B.C.E. Galaty explained that this
implies people have been fleeing to
this area for about 3,000 years.
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126,

Lot 7Wellness

127,1

Mateer Hall

129,

12:14 a.m

Had gift card taken,
from mailbox

LowryPost Office

126,

9:47 p.m.

Candy taken from

Douglass Hall

129,12:25

Holden Hall

l29,

Bissman Hall

1

Reed House

126, 3:51

Bissman Hall

l28,

7:20 a.m.

Kittredge Hall

130,

1:00 a.m.

;

Wragner Hall

1

;
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Kauke Lawn

129,10:56

'

Wagner Hail

131,

'

Holden Hall

l30,

vending machine
Left an item by exterior
door, someone took it
Someone took group
composite
Vandalism
Door frame cracked
by force from outside
Someone wrote negative
comments on 12 doors in
the building
Busted blue light parts
found in Bissman
Someone unscrewed
locking mechanism to roof
Alcohol
Admitted to drinking
five beers
Drank too much &
passed out
Fire Alarm
Someone pulled the
pull station
Someone pulled the
pull station
Someone pulled the
pull station
Someone pulled the
pull station
Someone set fire to
spray paint can lid

8:10 p.m.
1:42 p.m.

p.m.

5:30 p.m.

29, 6:49 p.m.

p.m.

30, 8:45 p.m.

p.m.

1:23 a.m.

12:23 a.m.

so, 2:48 a.m.

Bissman Hall

1

Bissman Hall

131,

2:04 a.m.

Bissman Hall

131,

3:46 a.m.

21,

'

EbertArt

Cl:cr clfycur investigative
z

Admitted to following

..ill:! n:ccr.i2 a v;ritcr for

1:50 a.m.

Harrassment
and

strive for excellence

o

Theft

No concrete plans are in
2013.
place that suggest how long the
Detroit-are- a
plant will remain in
Chrysler's service.

we

ro-mrvn-

riages and exogamy, which refers to

nermle whn live
j

Luce Mall

text from unknown person
Converted a South permit
into a North
Strange gathering
of 12 males w7 ski masks
outside building

ze

Bites compiled by Alexandra

throughout campus.

"I1 became fascinated by the

pottery. By
noting what kind

ed

DateTime.

Received unwanted

doned when the company filed for
The
automaker
bankruptcy.
expects the move could save
approximately 1,200 jobs slated for
elimination by the end of 2010.
The plant produces the Chrysler
Sebring and the Dodge Avenger,
and early talks suggest the plant
will remain open until Chrysler
sedan in
releases its new mid-si-

DrGrandchamp and Madelyn llalstead

The culture practices planned

Presbyterian Churches will
personal
be collecting
hygiene items. All items
should be donated in bins

Information

talks to reclaim a
assembly plant aban-- -'

ps

nrVif

i

The College, Westminster
Presbyterian and First

--

;

Location

Incident

is in

President Barack Obama has con- firmed plans to meet with the exiled
Tibetan Buddhist leader the Dalai
Lama. Chinese officials denounced
the plans, warning such a meeting
would
increase
tensions
deep
between itself and the United States.
President I lu Jintao of China person- ally eluded Obama's plans during a
Beijing-base- d
summit last Novemlx;r.
China regards the Dalai Lama as the
leader of a separatist movement for
an independent Tibet
The meeting follows months of
between the two
diplomatic flare-ustates, highlighted by a recently
announced $6.4 billion U.S. weapons
package for Taiwan and currency and
trade protectionism debates.

rirt

Jan 23 - Feb

:

Obama to meet Dalai

settlements

o-nl-

(TBA)

Campus Security Reports

,

Chrysler hopes for
return to Detroit plant

While

both an archaeologist and an
anthropologist."
Much of Galaty's work had to do
with studying the progress of their

Europe.
"I became fascinated by the people who live up there. These are
people who live in a tribal existence,
and it's the one of the only places
where people still do that," said
Galaty. "They have chiefs, they meet
in tribal counsels, and so on and so
forth. It was interesting to me as

beef in Chicago area

a

-

This past Monday, the College's
archaeology department hosted a
visit and presentation by archeolo-gi- st
Michael L. Galaty of Millsaps
College, Jackson, Miss., who
described to students his research
with the Shala tribe in Albania, entitled the Shala Valley Project.
Galaty spent field sessions with
The
the Shala tribe from 2005-200- 8.
tribe is located north of Greece and
south of the former Yugoslavia.
This culture originated about five
hundred years ago from people fleeing the Ottoman empire and may be
pne of most remote places left in

contaminates

Detroit-are-

-

on Feb 15, Lowry,

- In

Managing Editor

NATIONAL

Chrysler

-

-

amendment would enforce four animal care standards on the recently
Ohio Livestock ' Care
approved
Standards Board.

West Missouri Beef LLC, of
Rockville, Mo., has issued a recall
of 14,000 pounds of fresh boneless
beef on the belief that the product
has been contaminated with E.coli
bacteria. The product was pro- -

Thurcday, Feb 11,
Lowry Lcun:, 4 p.m.

n rr ovn"Unnn1nmcf

TZ Io I H

Kite

h

Donations collected
until Feb 14
Assembling the kits

Prrrl

Saturday, Feb 6, UG
9 p.m.

p.m.

Ih-lt-

Frailty

ry

icrt

students, faculty and

Petitons in motion
for animal rights

li

G-nf-

an effort to raise funds - Come listen to Dr. Wiles,
members of the community for Haiti, the UG and WAC Dr. Wilson, Dr. Pollock and
as they come together to are sponsoring this event Dr. Judge as they present "A
not only raise money for where students can come to Geological Perspective on
Haitians but to heighten the UG and listen to local the 2010 Haiti Earthquake."
awareness about the cur- bands. This will also serve Donations will be collected
rent food crisis in Haiti. as an audition for Springfest and all proceeds sent to the
Cash donations only will be 2010. All proceeds will be Red Cross.
accepted at the door.
sent to the Red Cross.

from various countries. Students will
recieve a discounted price of $30 per
session or $90 for all four.

E-co-

"Hypo for IHi.i"

Friday, Feb 5,

Master Sommelier Ken Bogucki

ALLANA MORTELL
LANEY AUSTIN

of events regarding Haitian relief
Hynrm

Dinner

at Inn

the petition.
proposed
The
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Lowry Center

123,12:30

a.m.

Lowry Center

123,12:30

a.m.

Stevenson Hall

127.

cf

t!,D I'efcr!

staring

Victim reported being
followed and stared at

Disorderly
Admitted to tampering
with breaker box

i
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1:54 p.m

E-m-
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Alhna Mortcll and Lancy Austin
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Alexander
Lans's article
in the Jan. 29
edition
"Judicial
tied
Needs
Reevaluation" does not hold these
enti-Boa-

Lans claims that he has
"taken the time to do his
homework" yet his response is
,
the
riddled with inconsistencies
that could have been cleared
hp
i
after five minutes with any
member of the Judicial Board.
,
fact, he does not address i
i
i
Selected
Students should be cotnse)ors ,H.yond thi
his open letter to any member
described positions extends
directly affiliated with the inipleiTieilted
tO
.
board, such as our adviser,
beyond the role of the
.
IOriTl a logical Judicial Board.
Senior Associate Dean of CaSeS, does
The Judicial Board recog- Students Carolyn Buxton, nor arcrimipnt
Aneeb
our
Chairperson,
nizes its perception as a
"closed" body inaccessible to
Sharif '10. This serious over- sight on Lans's part does little to ter. We are interested in recruiting the main campus community, and
we are making strides to reverse
illustrate the "homework" he has students that comprise a representathis perception. Our first step is to
done in preparation for an article tive student body. We look for stuwith a host "Meet and Greet" sessions in
alleging serious charges against the dents who are
Judicial Board.
variety of personalities.
Lowry during the month of
Asserting that the students servThis is not entirely Lans's fault.
Stop by Lowry on
February.
Reading the Scot's Key without ing the Judicial Board cannot be February. 18 from 5 p.m. or
impartial, and then later suggesting
understanding its contents in conFebruary 22 from 9 p.m. to ask
questions about Judicial Board politext with how the Judicial Board a "jury" of randomly selected students should be implemented to cies, information about joining the
functions as a hotly can be a confushas
Scot's
adjudicate cases, does not form a Judicial Board, suggestions for
Key
ing process. The
in
Judicial Board reform, or any other
been
logical argument. Students, faculty
revised
significantly
not
and administrators serving the questions with current board memabout a decade; Lans' suggestions
serve to illustrate the pressing Judicial Board as board members or bers and hearing counselors. Mr.
need to understand the Scot's Key hearing counselors undergo weeks Lans is correct in suggesting the
Judicial Board and the larger stuof training to ensure hearing proceand the context in which it is exerdures flow smoothly and that both dent body need to have an open concised as a student body. Lans' critiversation about
the accused and the accuser receive
policies
cisms may also serve as a useful
springboard from which to revise a fair and impartial trial. It would be and hearings; I hope Mr. Lans and
logistically impossible to coordinate other interested students will take
or update the Scot's Key as necesa jury of one's peers, subject those
advantage of this opportunity to
sary.
First, Lans has read the Scot's individuals to a lengthy training turn frustrated mutterings into productive and constructive dialogue.
process, and then ensure a fair hearKey correctly in that the Judicial
effwould
be
an
not
Board is to report its findings to the ing. Doing so
icient use of the College's resources,
is the
Voice after .'!() days. In this, we have
Alexandra DeGrandchamp
Senior Staff Writer for the Voice.
been remiss. I Iowever, we are activenor would this ensure a "fairer"
She can be reached for comment at
ly compiling cases to be reviewed by hearing for the accused and accuser.
makes
an
Lans
Council,
point
and
to
interesting
ADeGrandchampwooster.edu.
expect
Campus

Asserting that the

Grainne Carlin, Chief Copy Editor
Emiily

Staff

Bob West, Business

Shitong Zhan, Business Staff

serving
imnartial.
not
r
Suggesting

DeTar, Production Assistant

Grace Hansen, Production Assistant

Kay Sowers, Assistant Web Editor

'

Emily Timmerman, Production Assistant

Nathan Comstock, Production Assistant

Kipaya Kapiga, Web Editor

adjudicate

not

C-3187,
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While the expanded hours of Mom's since 2(X)8 had been a welcome addition to students who were still hungry 'well past midnight, there, were adverse
effects as well. Too many students came in drunk, disorderly and disrespectful
on Friday and Saturday nights, and customers often pocketed food from the
convenience store. This contributed to long lines, which frustrated both customers and staff. In response, Campus Dining Services came up with a solution
that has helped all parties. For this, they should be commended.
The Lowry Center Coffee Bar and Convenience Store, built during winter

fair-mind-

ed

4--

8--

break, offers fresh coffee as well as convenience store products that were previously part of Mom's. This has enabled Mom's to streamline their
menu, keeping lines short, as well as freeing up extra dining space and creating
a warmer atmosphere downstairs.
Upstairs, the Lowry Center Coffee Bar and Convenience Store was built in
conjunction with the renovation of the main lounge on the first floor. The coffee shop, along with new tables, chairs, cushy furniture and fireplace, has made
the first fl(xr lounge an optimal place for students to relax and study. Campus
Dining Services and the directors of Ix)wry Center should be commended for
late-nig-

of

-

All materials published herein are property of The Wooster Voice and cannot
be reproduced without written consent of the editors. The Voice can be contacted by mail at
The College of Wooster, Wooster, OH 44691 or by phone
can be sent to the editors at voicewooster.edu.
at (330)
263-259-

rd

same values.

Senior Staff Writer
Ashley Farrar, Chief Copy Editor

'

Michael Gellert, Business Staff

admit-

alexandra

Margaret Donnelly, Sports Editor
Alexandra DeGrandchamp,

value

by suggesting hearing counselors
should be able to speak for the

,

accuser or accused, but again
reveals that his article was written
with little preparation. Hearing
counselors serve a complex role in
the judicial process
they may
present cases on behalf of the
College as accuser, prepare the
accused or the accuser before the
hearing date and advise, off the
record, during the hearing as necessary. They may also suggest other
avenues of questioning after final
statements are made. Suggesting
the hearing counselors take on a
greater role in the hearing
Students process likens the role of
.
,
.
.
.
hearing counselor to legal
,
T
Judicial
Board can- - counsci
as the judicial
B(,ard
Process strives t0
, and thpn larpr
hear cases without being
a "jury"
random- - "unduly legalistic," further-I- n
,
,
ing the role- of hearing
i
l
i i i

mistakes.

Tahari Farquharson, Features Editor

Editor

ay

Judicial Board,

Allana Mortell, News Editor

Diorio-Tot-

begin publishing hearing details
next week. The 30-dstipulation
is a difficult one to uphold, especially whvfi cases are appealed. I assure
you the Judicial Board is not purposefully blocking the dissemination
of our decisions because we have
something to hide.
Lans's concern with the make-u- p
of the Judicial Board is unfounded.
The Judicial Board .selection process
is competitive, yet we welcome any
and all interested members of the
student body at large to attend our
group interview and schedule an
interview during the spring seines- -

After three years as a member of
the Voice staff, I value honesty in
reporting. And as a bearing board
for
member
the College's

Andrew Vogel
Editors in Chief

Charles Horenstein,

3
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Judicial board deserves more credit

The College of Wooster's Student Newspaper Since 1883

Hannah

Friday,

February

ht

an excellent renovation that all students have been able to enjoy.
In response to the bad behavior of a handful of students during the
hours, the College could have chosen to punitively reduce the operating
hours of Mom's. Iowever, rather than cluxsing a solution that would adversely aflect the piajority of students that had been playing by the rules, the'College
showed compassion and found a solution that perked up the campus aesthetically and improved campus life functionally.
The first floor of Ixwry was an area that needed a facelift and the College
responded to student requests. There will always lie issues that arise and the
College will never l)e able to meet the demands of every student and faculty
member. However, the new renovation shows that the College is receptive to
student criticism and is actively trying to improve all asjiects of campus life for
students.
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things that you can't imagine
to someone you know.

Within
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hours, our mutual

friends called, texted and Facelxxked
each other, trying to piece together
what happened. We were. all in various states of slux k, left feeling lieljv-les- s
in the face of the finality of
death. It's a realization that keeps hitting me afresh, again and again, as if I
keep walking into a revolving d(xr. 1
can't even
to imagine what my
friend is going through, losing his
Ix-gi- n

--

older brother and only sibling.
This is the first time I've felt
affected by a young person's
sudden death. Some of Mark's (name
changed for privacy) friends knew he
ly

x-r-sonal-

was feeling depressed, but none
thought it was this bad.
I'm writing this in part to help
process my own thoughts, butto also
reach out to anyone who can at all
identify with what Mark was going
through.
There are a multitude of resources
here at .Wooster to help students
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could comprehend it. In some ways I
still have not.
Suicide is one of those abstract
concepts we hear about from time to
time, about how important it is to get
help you may need or to not he afraid
to get help for a friend. To many, it's a
statistic, a news headline, a disclaimer
on a privacy policy, an aspect of an
awareness campaign. One of those
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through the rough patches of college.
I've made use of many of them over
the last three years as I've struggled
to come to terms with my parents'
divorce. The Wellness Center provides several options tor counseling
and if what
and supxrt groups
you need is not available at the
College, the staff will work with you
to find more socialized and accessible resources within the wider com-
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One new text message: "I Ieyyy. I've
been occupied for a w hile. My brother
died today completely unexpectedly.
lie killed himself. I'm home
for a couple of
days. I'd like to
talk lr."
' I
had to read
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Switch to new waste removal vendor brings changes
turnouts have been

Charles Horenstein
Managing Editor .
i

This past Wednesday
Waste
Management, Wooster's new waste
removal vendors, sent Major Account
Representative Scott Colvin and
Account Manager Dick Kuralt to give
a presentation on the new waste
removal processes at the College.
"We want to be more than just the
people that pick up your waste," said
Colvin. "We want to establish a relationship with the school and help
reduce its waste."
Colvin said Waste Management
wanted to raise the percentage of
recycled waste at the College as high
as possible. Among other efforts,
Colvin stated during his presentation

okay, and other

times they've been poor."
"But we're eager to work with all
involved in the process," added Kuralt.
The biggest problem they wanted
students to be aware of was that the
change in waste removal vendors
means trash needs to be sorted.
There are still a lot of students and
faculty who think we can still throw
everything into one container, and we
want to correct that."
Kuralt explained that the process
involves people
off a conveyer belt, and that
leaving trash in the recyclables hinders their ability to reach items that
can be recycled.
"Our new single stream recycling
program is far more efficient than
the previous setup," said Mastrine,
when asked why the College
switched, vendors.
During their presentation, Colvin
hand-picki-

Scott Colvin talks about recycling (Photo by Andrew Collins).
has been running smoothly for the
last seven months. Presentations like
this one have become fairly regular
since the partnership started, but
Colvin hopes to keep doing them to
raise attendance and awareness.
"Currently, the challenges we face
have to do with lack of student and
faculty awareness and participation,"
said Colvin. "We've done these and

Grounds Beau Mastrine. "They had
all of the resources we were looking
for that we wanted to implement on
campus. They were very upfront
about wanting to build a strong relationship and partnership with us that
extended well beyond the dollars of
the contract."
The partnership with Waste
Management started July 1, 2(X)9 and

that Waste Management converts
methane gas from landfills into useable' energy.
"Waste Management competitively bid for the contract for waste
removal and recycling for The
College of Wooster. They were one
of four companies asking to submit a
bid, and they were the winning selection," said Director of Campus

recy-clabl- es

ng

and Kuralt listed the objects that
could and could not be recycled by
WM for clarity. Objects that should
be thrown in recycling bins include
water bottles, soda bottles, detergent
containers, salad dressing contain

ers, milk jugs, plastic cups, tupper-war- e,
office paper, junk mail, tin
cans, aluminum cans, glass (clear,
green or brown) and paper coffee
cups, Colvin specified that the liner,
cup and lid of a coffee cup can all be
recycled.
Objects that can't be recycled
.include stretch wrap and plastic bags
(which clog the sorting machines),
pizza boxes, wood, plastic banding,
styrofoam, tarps, automotive parts,
tires, PVC piping, light bulbs, window
glass, clothes hangers, vinyl siding,
unnumbered plastics, ziplock bags,
ceramics, mirrors, porcelain, computers and silverware.
Batteries will eventually be considered recyclable on campus, said
Colvin. Waste Management plans to
fill residence halls with drop-o- ff
points for used batteries, which the
custodial staff can take to the service
center at the physical plant where
they can be recycled.
Questions regarding what can be'
recycled at the College can be sent to
recyclingwooster.edu. More
on WM can be found at
infor-.niati- on

www.wm.com.

Babbitt and team take first place at business case competition
cohesive team for the entirety of the

MayTobar
Voice Staff
Eric Babbitt '10, a business economics major from Ranclio Santa
Margarita, Calif., recently had the
opportunity to demonstrate his
skills in the business field. In

November 2009, this soon-to-b- e
graduate was presented with a cash
prize at the University of Rochester
for his problem solving expertise in
the Early Leader's Case competition.
The opportunity to be a member
of the annual Early Leader's Case
competition was granted to Babbitt
by an admissions director from the
University of Rochester. Babbitt
was recruited for over a year to par-

ticipate in the competition after
applying to Rochester's business
program. He gladly committed to
the project after accommodating his

.

busy schedule.
Babbitt arrived in Rochester, NY
to be greeted by his team members
from all over the country. His team
consisted of undergraduate students
from
in
Allegheny
College
Meadville, Pa.; The University of

Rochester in Rochester, N.Y.;
Barnard College in New York, N.Y.
and Lafayette College in Easton, Pa..
While the teanj of five had never
met, they were expected to work as a

-

PlMIW U

Strange (Barnard College), Eric Babbit
'10, Diana Hasegan (Lafayette College), April Hu (University
of Rochester), Matthew Lacombe (Allegheny College) and
Greg MacDonald (Simon School Executive Director of
Admissions) (Photo courtesy Eric Babbitt).
program at the University, professors from colleges around the country and members of the admissions
committee.
Developing an original idea was a
challenge in itself, in addition to the
short time constraint. As soon as
they would come up with a plan,
they would read further into the
proposal to find that Zipcar had
already proposed their idea. The
night bore on, and finally after
dozens of ideas were proposed and
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Volunteer at Zion
Lutheran Church
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Come and bid at the
are welcome and
encouraged to attend the fundraiser. If you win, you
Cultural Dinner held in will receive three hours with
Babcock Dining Lounge. the person of your choice. It
This event is free. Students, will be followed by a forum
"Is
faculty and staff can sign up titled
Christianity
at Lowry Front Desk. There Realistic?" at 7:30 p.m. in
will be delicious food from Lowry Lounge.
all over the world.

5 p.m.

are

welcome to
attend the supper meal at
Zion where food will be
provided for the homeless.
Shuttles leave Lowry
All

Circle at 5:15 p.m.
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as lie is aspiring to
attend Harvard's business school
upon his graduation from Wooster.
"It gave me a taste for what business
school is like," he said.
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encouraged to hear Marc attend! Perform or just lisDavidson speak at "Where ten. There will be siging,
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"Where are the Clack
Pecpb in the Bible?"
211 - 7 p.m.

Fundraiser in Lowry

6 p.m.

refuted, they came up with their own
original plan to help improve the
profit of Zipcar.
They found that Zipcar is paying
members for the fuel costs of the
cars, and is therefore susceptible to
the volatile fuel prices. Babbitt and
his team calculated that the average
distance that each car was driven per
day could be sustained by an electric
vehicle, and would thus protect the
company from unpredictable gas
costs. The company could charge a

Babbitt was in charge of the
financial sensitivity analysis of the
team's plan
he illustrated how the
electric vehicles had more financial
value than gas vehicles by comparing the two side by side and presenting possible profit. Babbitt's involvement in the project was essential,
and he attributes some of his success
to the classes he has taken at The
College of Wooster. His classes have
Babbitt's team
certainty paid off
was presented with a $7,000 cash
priziTfcTbe split among the members.
"I was able to see how what I
learned in class applies in the real
world. 1 wouldn't have been able to
do it if I hadn't taken the business
classes here," said Babbitt. "I was
able to apply different types of
thinking."
Babbitt values this experience

of Events - February
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View the Art Wall in
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profits.
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come up with an idea, and plan and
rehearse a coherent and convincing
oral presentation. The prompt was
given to the teams on Friday afternoon, and were due at the same time
the next day.
"We worked 21 of the 24 hours it
was pretty brutal," said Babbitt.
While the team worked around
the clock, they kept a positive attitude. They were confident in their
abilities and agreed they would come
up with a winning idea to impress
their audience: a panel of judges
consisting of students in the MBA

!

higher rate per hour for these electric cars because they were in high
demand among their existing customers. The higher hourly rate in
addition to the absence of fuel prices
would theoretically improve Zipcar's

1-

;

.

Word-Up-

IHT

competition.
The team was introduced to the
Zipcar Company. Zipcar is an alternative to a rental car service, granting their customers access to vehicles
all over the country. Customers simply make a reservation online for
how long the car is needed, and
Zipcar grants the member access to
the vehicle by an activated card. The
company lias been in business for 10
years, but unfortunately has failed to'
turn a profit.
Each of the nine groups in the
competition was presented with the
same prompt: they were to find one
or two expansionary or innovative
ideas to improve Zipcar. Each team
had 24 hours to read the case study,
g
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BrandeUe Knights '12 pursues performing
Singer and dancer makes the arts a part of her life
Nathan Comstock
Senior Arts Writer
Some people just can't help making an impact anywhere they go.
And Brandelle Knights '12 has
made a huge splash in her first year
and a half at Wooster. After succeeding last year as a dancer and a
choreographer, Knights diversified
her talents last semester, joining
the cheerleading squad and
fronting a successful new band,
now called "Freddie Cool and the
Rest of Them."
Although her dancing career may
have formally begun at Wooster,
Knights has been singing for far
longer in her life. "I did my first
solo when I was five, in kindergarten," she said. "Dancing I started in church
we had a lyrical
dance team when I was 12."
Knights, who hails from Stone
Mountain, Ga., attended Dekalb
School of the Arts, an arts magnet
school, in eighth and ninth grade.
Although she mostly studied voice
there, she took some dance classes
and met a lot of talented dancers,
which led to her taking a more
active role in her church dance
group.
"I thought it was easy for everybody," she said of her first experience choreographing. "I would just
make something up, and then I'd
realize that not everyone could do
it,, so I thought I must have some
kind of knack for it."
After nintli grade she transferred

if

uK ,

'

.

Perhaps we've become desensitized
i

kinda

Although singing and dancing
are big parts of her life, Knights,
an English major, is most interested in her creative writing pursuits.
She has written poetry nd prose,
but is particularly interested in
studying screenwriting. Whatever
she ends up doing though, the leadership skills acquired in her artistic
pursuits should serve her exceedingly well.
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underway.

"Darius is really good at organizing things and getting people

Friday."

Wooster Street Style
ed

minutes to answer our questions about her winter style.

1.) How would you describe your style?
Subtle; grey is the new everything.

2.) What are you wearing?
Dress, tights, boots, jacket.

3.) What is one piece of clothing you could not live without?
Probably my black knit skirt, not because its necessarily my favorite but because
end up wearing it every day.

I seem

to

Hannah Matthews "10 braves the winter
slush in colorful rain boots and a toggle
close coat (Photo by Meredyth Lynn).

W.A.G.E. opens new "Earth Walk" exhibit
room. In addition, wandering from cussion forum for artists about the
"Earth Walk" each time.
a
watercolor piece creative process. Today, it has
Many of the pieces interpreted
ceiling-grazin- g
evolved into a "monthly gathering"
"Earth Walk" literally, focusing on to a
natural elements and landscapes.
bamboo sculpture places of a multitude of artists with various degrees of experience and
Earthy tones, found organic pieces the viewer in a sensory-stimulatiand compositions of dirt and plant situation. The purposefully vague skill.
"Earth Walk" is free and open to
material place the viewer into the theme features an array of delightthe
public.
Its two galleries are
a
earth. Joan Staufer, for example, fully different pieces meriting fun,
office hours for the
during
a
open
visual plot of desert
constructed
inexpensive night on the town.
land, complete with
"Earth Walk" is in its waning days, Wayne Center for the Arts:
and as such, its galleries are not
Monday noon to 9 p.m., Tuesday
animal bones. Other pieces represented the fantastic elements of the highly populated. Facing an empty through Thursday 9 a.m to 9 p.m.,
natural world, using bold colors, room of art creates an intriguing
Friday 9 a.m to 7 p.m., and
The
strokes and subjects to
space in which to interpret and Saturday 9 a.m to 2 p.m.
Wayne Center for the Arts is closed
understand the theme.
earthly experiences.
Other artists chose to take the
The first W.A.G.E "Earth Walk" on Sundays.
viewer on his or her personal took place in 1986, when Susan
Arts and Entertainment editor Lee
"Earth Walk," a visual journey Shie first faciliatating a meeting of
additional
completed
through some pivotal moment in a number of local artists. It was McKinstry
the artist's life. Many pieces feaintially organized as a sort of dis
reporting for this article.
tured family photos, mementos or
heirlooms. Some pieces incorporated artist-renderportraits of
Li!:o
family members, such as Lisa Ohl
Waggoner's watercolor paintings
of her three daughters.
"Earth Walk" incorporates some
ail
pieces that are more inspiring than
others, but the exhibition is certainly worth a glance. The show's
Ci
layout cleverly incorporates the
skill levels to provide a balanced
two-dimensio-

Senior Writer
The Wayne County Group Effort
(W.A.G.E.) is staging their aanmial
exhibition at the Wayne Center for
the Arts from now until Feb. 19, 2010.
This year's W.A.G.E. exhibition
carries the theme "Earth Walk."
Twenty-si- x
artists contributed
over 75 original pieces for the
annual unjuried show. According
to the exhibition's opening statement, "W.A.G.E. collectively chooses a theme each year," and "Earth
Walk" was chosen amongst 26 possible themes.
Artists were given the creative
freedom to interpret the show's
theme freely. Thus, the show features an array of compositions,
subjects and materials.
Some .of the incorporated natural
materials include glass, clay, water-color- s,
fabric and oil pants.
Stepping into the exhibition
rooms, the viewer is greeted with
bright colors and a multitude of
artistic mediums. The pieces are
arranged by artist, so moving from
one artist's work to another forces
the viewer to reconsider the theme
V

the-

aters

than

seeing a play
or musical.
We've come

erly patrons. A "gentleman" in the
row behind me was a little gassy and
laughed like a
every
time lie let one rip, the woman with
him also found it hilarious and necessary to chant "I know what you did!"
over and over again during the intermission. My favorite rude moment of
the musical was when this same
woman insisted on going to the bathroom with five minutes left in the
show
and the related explanations to the group with her. When
she was done explaining where she
"I just can't
was going and why
she stood and
hold it any more!"
hit me in the back of the head with
ld

her purse, not even bothering to apologize. Maylx: she should have gone to
the bathroom during the intermission instead of sticking around to
poke fun of her buddy that kept farting throughout the first half of the
show. Forget alxnit the rudeness of
"those gosh darn kills" these days,
how alxHit the inconsiderate actions
of the elderly? I don't think one is
entitled to a certain behavior because
of their age, and these people were

--

Alexandra DeGrandchamp

movie

For starters, the average age of
they were literthe crowd was 80
ally bringing them in by the busload.
It felt a little odd for there to be so
many senior citizens at a show that
was all about sex appeal, murder and
lies, and the wardrobe consisted
entirely of fishnets, leather and
black lingerie. But I soon put that
thought behind me and began to
enjoy the show
or at least tried.
After arriving late, the little old lady
sitting next to me whipped out her
cell phone shortly after the start of
the first act. I was blinded by the
light as she slowly attempted to text
someone, but eventually she put the
phone away and proceeded to hog
the arm rest
elbowing me in the
ribs in the process. But that wasn't
the end of the torment. At one point
she fell asleep hitting my shoulder
with her head and staying there for a
scene or two.
Throughout the musical I experienced several other unpleasant
moments with the surrounding eld-

four-year-o-

Keeping one's look on point is especially hard when cold, torrential precipitation settles
over campus. That's why Wooster Street Style was particulary impressed by Hannah
Matthews' ' 10
coat perfectly
navy look. Her chic and tailored toggle-clos- e
compliments her striped scarf and bright boots, and keeps her warm as well. She took a few
color-coordinat-

more
in

more than $60 for a ticket to a musical you'd expect a little bit more decorum in the more formal setting.
Which is why I was so surprised and
a little embarrassed recently when I
went to a Sunday matinee showing of
"Chicago" at Play House Square in
Cleveland.

legacy, I guess."

Nana
'l 1 attempted to form
a band last year, but eventually put
it otf when they had trouble finding members with enough time.
This year, Darius Dixon '13 arrived
on campus, and the band finally got

time

expect
to
the talker or hearing the odd cell
phone noise. But when one shells out

so busy that week. But we liked the
chemistry of the group so much
that we stuck with it for Battle of
the Bands, and we ended up doing
really well there, so now we're getting ready for Hype for Haiti this

and

J

ashleyfarrar

about HIV and AIDS as a new form
of oppression. The next year a girl
who was in my production did
some research and came up with
another one and also called it 'New
Chains,' then they're doing another
one this year. So it's sort of my
Knights

.

spend

just
Brandelle Knights '12 belts it out as the singer in her new band "Freddie
it together,
uooi ana tne Kest ot i hem (Knoto oy Andrew uoinns).
because we were all
to Redan High School, a public
school with much smaller music
and dance programs.
"Redan was just a public school,
with no focus on the arts, so I went
from being in a place full of people
like me to a big fish, small pond
kind of situation. So that kind of
put me in a leadership role."
Her senior year, Knights wrote,
directed and choreographed an
original musical entitled "New
of
Chains," in commemoration
Black History Month.
"They wanted me to do a show
for black history, but I didn't want
to do the classic 'slavery' thing, so I
called it 'New Chains' and made it

3

to the idea of theatre etiquette since
most of us

together,"
said
"So we
Knights.
were finally able to
do that this year."'
The band, then
under the name "Ms.
Knights and the
Gentlemen,"
had
their first gig as one
of the opening bands
for Black Violin at
Party on the Green.
Matt Roberts '11,
Micah Motenko '13,
Chris Andrews '10,
and
Jacqueline
Na,rnor '12 rounded
out the roster.
"Party on the
Green was really
we
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certainly old enough to know Ix'tter.
I didn't think it was too much to
ask for a little peace and quiet while
seeing a live performance. This is not
a movie theater, and I won't he able
to buy this performance on DVD five
months from now. Chances are, I'll
never see this musical again so I

want to be able to give the performers my full attention, something
that's a little difficult considering the
surroundings.
I usually enjoy getting dressed up
and driving up to Cleveland to see a
show, but if I have to sit through
another Sunday matinee with Sir
Farts-A-Land his wife Mrs.
ot

Can't-Hold-it-for-Five-Minutes

behind me and Mrs Sleepy
McArmresthog next to me I will go
insane. Half the experience of seeing a live performance is the atmosphere of a theatre itself. An atmosphere that is completely destroyed
by rude people. So please remember,
arrive well rested, keep your elbows
to yourself, put 'your cell phones
it's only for an hour and
away
half
go to the rest room at intermission if needed and please keep
your immature fart jokes to yourself, it'll make the experience more
enjoyable for everyone around you.
Ashley is a Chief Copy editor for the
Voice. She can be reached for comment

at AFarrarlowooster.edu

,
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Video game proves to be an acquired taste
No More Heroes 2 will satisfy its
d
fans
die-har-

Battle of the
Bands: Hype for

Managing Editor

Haiti
The Underground

ranked assassin will get him laid.
Which brings us to the premise
of the game: to be the best assassin. The game takes place in sunny
Santa Destroy, home of the United
Assassins Association that ranks
the world's most insane and gimmicky assassins. Typically, to
achieve or defend a given rank, a
scheduled fight pits two ranking
assassins against each other, giving
the survivor the higher ranked spot
of the two. After disappearing for
three years since the events of the
first game, Travis resumes his
work from the 51st spot and starts

Charles Horenstein

and Wooster

Activ ities Crew will host a battle of
the bands event to raise money for
disaster recovery in llaiti. The top
bands will be invited to be opening
acts for Springfest in April. All
donations go to the Red Cross.
Bring your state 1) as well as your
C.O.W. card. The event will take
place tomorrow evening at 9 p.m.
1

C.O.W. Jazz

Ensemble and Jazz

"No More Heroes 2" will have
some odd expectations to fill, both
good and bad, now that it is finally
on the shelves. It should suffice to
say

that its predecessor

in

the

series got mixed reviews. The original No More Heroes was praised
by
like
magazines
"Hyper
Magazine" for its "clever writing
and great combat mechanics," while
others like "Game Informer" criticized it for its "repetition and lack
of substance."
So before I begin, let me say one
thing that should
explain the mixed

tonight
The College of Wooster Jazz
Ensemble and Jazz combo will perform in Freedlander ' Theatre
tonight at S: 5 p.m. Joining the
ensemble will be trumpet soloist
Jack Schantz. Tickets are complimentary for students, who may
sign up for them at Lowry front
1

desk.

Goliard Deadline
Extended
The

deadline
Goliard
for
Submissions
has been pushed to
Monday. To submit poetry, prose, art
or music, send an email to
goliardwooster.edu

Senior Theatre
Majors' to hold IS

nerdy.
Sometimes the parodying can be
a bit much even if you do know it's
there, though. Stay far away from
this game if you can't stand over
the top innuendoes, and as mentioned before there's a lot of blood.

,

,

es

game

2--

Most people that take
these games at face value will
inevitably hate them. But as an exceptionally
gamer, this game
cracked me up.
Much of the humor derives from
self-awa- re

cultural references, especially to
other video games. You'll see a lot
jokes at the expense of Aninie and
its crazed fans
case in point, the
hero Travis Touchdown is a crazed
nerd that bought a beam sword
katana on the internet before the
first game and uses it to become an
assassin. As according to his otaku
background, he has two motivations in this game: the cliched
revenge of his best friend and the
desperate hope that being a high

self-awa- re

,

.

ry

:

me

.

E-Gro- up

customizable gear to make Travis
look ready to kill or hilariously

Many elements from the first game
such as
remain unexplained,
twin
Irish
inexplicably
Travis'
brother. This makes much of the
confusion come from insidejokes of
the first game that veterans have
more or less gotten over by this
fighting
point, which I imagine would drive
as soon
new gamers crazy at times. In the
the
as
first game, it was far more apparent
that plot holes were intentional as
well, which makes it even easier to
opens.
how much of this game is
question
This
humor and how much is
means
killing,
a blatant oversight.
But overall, I would call this a
killing
and more killing. Comically over
great game, and definitely worth
the top blood baths will pave the
my money. However, this is mainly
way to each boss fight, so stay away
because it pushes further the,com-mentaif that's too much for you. Though,
and humor from the first
to be fair, it's not very
game
and
realistic;
squeamish
N0 More HerOeS 21 IS a VldeO game Satire. improves on
people shouldn't be ter- - .
its shortcom- ribiy phased. Despite Most people that take these games at face
ings in game.
the violence, the game
basic
Playand
vaiue wflj inevitablv hate them. But as a self-J
has a strong vengeance
mechanics,
begets vengeance tone, aware gamer, this game Cracked me Up."
Fans of the
to a point that even
original "No
makes Travis sick of the UAA at consideration my new-gaineptiMore Heroes " will definitely want
times.
tude, that's ridiculously short for to add this game to their collection,
To be number one, you have to today's standards. But for more but newcomers may want to rent it
kill everyone in your way
first. It's a great game for fans, but
except completionist gamers, the creators
for more than half of them that die gave plenty of ways to fill time admittedly it's a bit of an acquired
from other assassins in the league.
with harder difficulty levels and taste.

reviews a bit: "No
More Heroes," much
like
its
recently
released sequel, is a
video game satire.

Combo concert

In all actuality you fight maybe 14
bosses to reach the first spot, some
of which are people forcing Travis
to defend his own rank rather than
take someone else's. The real
mechanics of the UAA can be
inconsistent and frustrating to
understand, admittedly. Most of it
is only explained by the UAA's representative Silvia Cristel's claim
that the UAA changes its rules frequently to keep things interesting,
which to some will be annoying.
Game play has stepped up from
the previous installment, taking
almost too seriously the criticisms
of the joke controls from the previous game (very clunky and limited).
Mini-gameven more addicting
than the ones in the first game
serve as your source of income
towards flashier weapons and higher stats, all of which are D
throwbacks to simpler times.
The game moves much faster for
those that want it to. Ignoring all
collectible and customizing items, I
beat the game in my first go in
under eight hours. Taking into

.

submits plan for art bar and cafe

Performances
Senior Theatre Majors Laura
Paolino-GibsoVandiver,
Alexander
Allison Wadleigh, and
Marten Dollinger will he presenting the performance aspects of
their Independent Study projects
next weekend.
Subject matter ranges from the
controversial
to the comical.
Paulino-Gibso- n
and Vandiver will
present on the 11 and 12 at 8:15
p.m. Dollinger and Wadleigh will
present on the 13 at 8:15 p.m. and
the 14 at 3 p.m.
n,

7
r

Concert tonight

features
Singer Songwriter
Bryan McFarland
McFarland will
alongside students
p.m. to 8 p.m. in
r.
iviore mio can
www.bryanfield.net

be performing
tonight from 7
the Lowry Pit.
i
i
i'
ne round
on

Africa week begins

with feature performance
Jessy Matador will be performing
in the Lowry Ball Room on Feb. 13
from 9 p.m. to
p.ni, as the first
event of Africa Week. Admission
is free.
1 1

Scott Smith's
radio show
continues

IS.

The I.S. show airs Tuesday
nights from 8 p.m. to 10 p.m. and
includes a discussion of the topic,
world issues associated with it, and
music chosen by featured guest. If
like to discuss your
you'd
Independent Study on Woo 91,
send
and
to
e-m-

ail

theisshowgmail.com
Arts news briefs were compiled by
be reached

Marten Dollinger. He can
for comment at

The Student entreoreneurshiD aroUD.
has submitter! a husinGss nlan this wpek tr thA aHminkwinn nrn.
posing a student-ru- n
art bar and cafe, named Speakeasy, An Art Saloon, in downtown Wooster. It will be the home
to wide variety of art forms, including gallery exhibitions, musical performances, poetry readings and theater. The
proposed location will be next to City Square Steakhouse on Market Street, just south of Liberty Street, with talk of
the neighboring restaurant possibly providing food service to the venue through an adjoining window. In conjunction
with the proposed opening, there are also plans being made for a shuttle that will run between Lowry Center and
Market Square to increase student traffic to the local businesses in the downtown area. So far, there seems to be
high levels of support among students and the Wooster community (Photo by Sarah Harbottle).
E-Gr0-

UD.

Baseball book"Odd Man Out" pulls readers
Chris Weston
Sports Editor
When I first got "Odd Man Out," I
thought it would just he another
sports novel. Some sap story about a
down on their luck athlete who is
given a lucky break and ends up leading their team to the title. J Ie gets
the girl, the admiration of the team,
become allies with the one person on
the team he had been fighting with

the entire story, and walks off into
the sunset.
This is not your typical sports
story.

Matt McCarthy does an excellent
job recalling his year with the
Provo Angels, discussing everything from' the actual games to the
struggles of life on the road.
McCarthy, who was a molecular
biophysics major at Yale University,
was drafted by the Anaheim Angels

the Los Angeles Angels of
Anaheim) and placed in their
affiliate for his only season in
professional baseball.
One of the aspects that makes this
book, so entertaining
is
that
McCarthy is writing down his recol
lection of events based
on the journals he kept
(now

sin-gle-

-A

is overglori-fie- d,

and the flow of
the book relies heavily on the dialogue between the players on the
team. The constant references to the

grotesque acts certain teammates
jokingly performed on each other
were a reminder that these were just
acKsomething-year-ol- d
guys trying
to have a good time and play ball. I Ie
doesn't
use
long,
complex
metaphors. He just tells the story
and lets jthat entice the reader.

The other aspect, which makes this

this is shown at the funeral of one of
McCarthy's teammates. He was

McCarthy actually had with big
name players' in the minor leagues.
Much is discussed about Craig
Breslow, his teammate at Yale and
journeyman relief pitcher in the
MLB, currently
playing for the

buried in his high school baseball
uniform, at a funeral attended by
almost every member of the local

Oakland
Athletics. Other

and his own memories.

Nothing

book pure gold for a sports nerd like
me, is all of the interactions that

t

names
that
McCarthy drops into his story are
Bobby Jenks, Mike Napoli, Joe
Saunders, Prince Fielder and Ervin
Santana, just to name a few.
The book is about more than just'
baseball
it is about the problems
that exist in the minor league system.
Specifically, the lack of camaraderie
between the players. There were
racial divides in every aspect of the
team
showers, housing, even
transportation. The key example of

community. Not a single member of
their team showed up to support
their fallen teammate.

The biggest critique I could give
about this book is the lack of time
McCarthy spends discussing his own
feelings on the events. There is so
much more to the story than what
actually happens. The reader is
sometimes left to make their own
assumptions about what McCarthy is
trying to imply by the situations he
found himself Mealing with.
All in all, this book is a great read,
and any baseball fan will chew
through this book in about a week. If
you have ever wondered what the life
of a minor league baseball player
was like, this is the book for you.

.
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Despite effort, Scots lose

back-to-bac-

february 5

NCAC games

k

Margaret Donnelly
After breaking a
losing
streak against Denison University
earlier this season, the Scots'
breakthrough against the Big Red
19-ga-

short-live-

me

three-pointe-

(26-16-

Red

(15--

4,

7--

NCAC)

3

triumphed over the Scots 2,
6
NCAC) in a. 68-4- 6
victory.
The Big Red dominated the game
immediately, establishing a 0 lead
in the first few minutes of the
game. A basket by Taylor Keegan
'11 brought the Scots within 4,
which was the closest the Scots
came in overcoming the Big Red's
lead. Just nine minutes into the
game, a shot by Denison's Shaina
Kaiser gave the Big Red an
A 13-- 2 run four
lead (18-7- ).
minutes later found the Scots in a
deficit (31-9- ).
Wooster finished the fist half
with a strong showing of baskets
by Kaitlin Krister '10 and Kristen
Schwartz '12 and went into the half
trailing by 22 (35-13- ).
The Scots returned for the second half revitalized and determined to reverse the fate of the
game. Throughout the second half
they went on to equal Denison's
baskets, each team scoring 33.
There were several series in
which they controlled the game. In
a 0 run Vvith 14 minutes left in
the game, baskets by Kelly
Aughenbaugh '10, Kym Wenz '10
and a three-point- er
by Sarah
Abboud '12 with an assist by
Keshia Butler '12 cut Wooster's
).
deficit to 20
Although Denison reclaimed co'n- 4--

(7-1-

er

6--

1)

8--

11-po-

22-po-

.

10-po- int

d.

The Big

left in the half.
5
The Ladies (14-- 7,
NCAC)
then went on their 15-- 0 run to
'close out the half, which included
rs
by Katie Adlam,
Andrea Pohly and Laurel Strokes
advanto give the ladies a
).
tage
Wenz connected on her third
three-pointwith an assist by
Justice and made both shots on a
foul, bringing the Scots within five
(26-2at the half.
Shortly after the intermission,
Schwartz brought the Scots within
three (26-2on a juniper, but that
was the closest Wooster was able to
get before Kenyon widened the gap.
The Ladies quickly racked up
lead (35-2another double-dig- it
and another basket from behind the
arc gave Kenyon a 44-2- 8
advantage
with 12 minutes left in the game.
Kenyon eventually took the win.
Wenz led the Scots' scoring with
and
15 points, four
three steals.
Schwartz added 10 of her own,
eight of them scored in the second
half. Justice and Wingen each
added six, and Krister added five
points and five rebounds. Stokes
led Kenyon's scoring with
points, eight rebounds and five
assists.
Wooster will face the Battling
Ohio
at
Bishops
Wesleyan
2 NCAC) in an
University (13-NCAC match up tonight at 7:30
p.m.
The Battling Bishops are
ranked second in the conference
behind Wittenberg University.
The Scots host Oberlin College ( 5,
7
NCAC) tomorrow in the
Timken Gymnasium at 7:30 p.m.
7--

Sports Editor

was

7

3)

4)

int

int

7--

(49-29-

three-pointe-

i

ii

i

shooting of players such as Colleen
The Scots have lived and died by the three-poiGoodwillie '10, one of the team's top scorers (Photo by Sam VanFleet).
nt

trol of the game and rebuilt its
lead, Wooster went on a 17-- 8 run in
the final six minutes of the game.
The Scots' were dominated staboard.
the
across
tistically
of 25
Wooster shot a season-lo- w
from the field
percent
and 11 percent
from the
three-poi- nt
range. Previously this
season, Wooster has made almost
40 percent of its shots from behind
the arc and made 47 percent in its
last game against Denison.
(15-for-6-

0)

(2-for-- 18)

Wenz led the team's scoring with
second-lowe- st
high
score of the season. Krister totaled
eight points, six rebounds and two
blocks, while Schwartz and Abboud
had six points each.
Denison's
top scorers were
Kaiser with 19 points and Serafina
Nuzzo with 15.
Despite early
action between the Fighting Scots
and Kenyon College in Tuesday's
NCAC game at Gambier, Ohio, the

Ladies led a

15-- 0
run in the final
minutes of the first half and went
2.
on to win the game
The Scots took the lead early in
rs
the game with two
by Wenz, giving Wooster a 5
lead. Samantha Justice '12 pushed
the lead further with her own
three-bal- l,
a juniper and free throw.
A basket By Jessica Wingen '13
Colleen
by
from an assist
Goodwillie '10 advanced the Scots
to a 1 lead with eight minutes

14 points, the

55-4-

three-pointe-

7--

back-and-for- th

16-1-

1

6,

ence championship in two weeks.

Last Saturday the Scots traveled
to western Pennsylvania in the
hopes of defeating Grove City
of
College in the final dual-me- et
the season. The Scots had an advantage this week as they were coming
off the momentum of a win over
Wheeling Jesuit University last
weekend. As the season came to a
close, the Scots were looking to
achieve a victory in order to build
momentum going into the confer

sea-son.'T-

he

200-medl- ey

rd

8--

4-1-

et

Canton, Ohio, Feb,
The
'10 placed the field in the
freestyle and Logan LaBerge '10 Scots will look to improve on last
year's fifth place finish for the men
paced the field in the 200-yaand fourth place finish for the
backstroke. These impressive performances were not enough to push women. The expectations will be
the Scots to victory as Grove City high this year as the Wooster men
managed to dominate many of the have finished fifth for two years
afternoon's races pushing past the straight and the Wooster women
have managed to have a spectacular
Scots to achieve victory.
Despite this week's disappointing season. In addition, both teams
losses, the Scots look forward to placed third in conference relays at
competing in the 26th annual North the beginning of the season, creatConference ing high expectations for a better
Athletic
Coast
Championships in two weeks. The showing at the conference champichampionships will be held in onships this year.

Caroline Hanson '13 won the 1000-metfreestyle, Melissa Haug '12
butterfly and
won in the 200-yaPriscilla Haug '12 won in the
freestyle. Despite these
impressive personal showings, the
Scots fell just short of victory, ruining their hopes of a perfect dual-me- et
season.
The men also fell short in terms
of team competition, however they
did manage some individual victories of their own. Eric Babbitt '10
won two races, the 500- - and 1000-yar- d.
In addition, Michael Saltzman
er

Unfortunately for the Scots, both
the men and women would fall just
short of victory.
For the women, this meet was the
end of any hope for a perfect
Grove City Wolverines
opened the meet with a very strong
race, defeating the
Scots by only 0.16 seconds.
Although the women fell short in
combined action, individually they
experienced great success as Allie
Kimber-Campe'10 won the 100-yall
breaststroke.
In addition,

1

3--

Grove City dominates the pool, women lose first dual-meMike Haggerty
Voice Staff

rs

50-ya- rd

rd

11-1- 3.

rd

500-met- er

C::OCC"ir.n: Cupcr DovI Prediction:

Saints have emotional drive Manning and Colts will prove
they are exactly (who dai'
to topple the MVPeyton
When talking about the NFL season as a whole, I would have to say I was a bit under
whelmed. The playoffs consisted of four of the best teams playing at the end, with the two
teams moving on to the Super Bowl. It was a very predictable season. As far as
the actual Super Bowl is concerned, it is a match-u- p of two very equal
teams: strong offenses, underrated defenses. There are question marks
Dwight Freeney's health for the Colts and Reggie Bush's flakiness for the
,
Saints
but nothing more than a normal game. Which makes my prediction a lot easier.The Saints are going to win the Super Bowl.
A
There is no question in my mind. First things first, you have to look at
the two quarterbacks. I am not talking about the numbers, I am talking
about the actual people that are playing behind center. On the side of the
chrisweston
Colts there is Peyton Manning, the poster boy of the
NFL and star of the majority of Sunday afternoon commercials. He has
had the bar set ungodly high his entire career, a bar which he has met at
almost every' turn. On the other side is Drew Brees, a second round pick
out of Purdue who was expected to be good but "circled the drain" for a
couple of seasons in San Diego before signing with the Saints as a free
agent.
What really matters here is the attitudes of the quarterbacks coming into
the big game. As we have seen many times in the past with the 1968 Jets,
'
the 2001 Patriots and the 2007 Giants, just to name a few, the attitude of a
team coming into a game can overcome even the largest of oppositions. All three of those
teams beat opponents that were favored by at least 13 points. Looking at Manning in the
AFC Championship Game, he was unenthused after winning the Lamar Hunt Trophy. The
Colts finished the season upset with head coach Jim Caldwell for scuttling their chances at a
0 mark, and the chances to be the first team to complete a perfect season in the modern
format refusing to acknowledge the 72 Dolphins here for the sole reason that Mercury
Morris might actually be more annoying than Jar Jar Binks. The Colts do not seem like the
same energetic team that dominated the Bears in Super Bowl XLI.
Brees leads his New Orleans Saints, a franchise that has only had nine winning seasons in
43 attempts. This team was so bad that I personally thought they were called the 'Aints
when I was young. This team is running on pure emotion and drive. This is the team's first
ever Super Bowl appearance. Before Brees and head coach Sean Payton showed up, the Saints
had never even tasted the NFC Championship game. Over the summer, Brees lost his mother to her own hand, an event that surely shook up his life. He is leading arguably the best
offensive squad that the Saints have ever assembled.
it is the favorite Colts against the emotional Saints. On paper
So in this year's match-u- p
have the emotional edge. And in February, that is all that
Saints
The
the teams are equal.
matters.
top-seed- ed

-

As much as it hurts to admit it, the Indianapolis Colts are just that much better than the New
Orleans Saints. The Saints are the
story of the Super Bowl, but when you look at the facts
that good feeling slowly disappears. The Colts will win Super Bowl XLIV because Peyton Manning
will not allow his team to lose, not in a game that is this significant to his legacy
Manning has established himself as the top quarterback in the NFL No signal caller is more efficient and knowledgeable when it comes to the subtle
nuances of the game. In the Colts' two playoff victories this season, Manning
e
defenses in football in
dismantled what were considered to be two of the
the Baltimore Ravens and the New York Jets. He is a player who studies the game
more intently than almost any player ever and who goes above and beyond the
rmmnewyannie
call of duty in preparation and execution.
Manning earned his fourth Most Valuable Player award this season despite hav
ing a less than amazing supporting cast of skill players. That being said, the Colts
will benefit from the fact that while their skill players may still be unknown and
feel-go-

od

top-fiv-

I

Who will win

unproven they are more consistent and explosive than the backs and receivers of
the Saints. Players such as Pierre Garcon, Austin Collie and Donald Brown have
excelled this season as relative unknowns primarily because of their exceptional
field general. The Saints receiving corps of Marques Colston, Robert Meachem
on the same level as
and Devery Henderson cannot be expected
Garcon, Collie, Dallas Clark and Reggie Wayne.
Saints' supporters will hold tight to the opinion that the Colts' defense is susxct
and will be exposed by the Saints explosive passing attack, especially if stud defensive end Dwight
Freeney misses the game with torn ligaments in his ankle, .but the Colts' defense is extremely underrated. In the regular season the Colts were ranked 18th in total defense and 14th against the pass. The

Super Bowl
XLIV this

Sunday!

1 6--

to-produc-

e

Saints, generally regarded'as the better defensive team, were ranked 25th and 26th respectively in
those categories. The Saints defense relies heavily on turnovers, and Manning dws not make mistakes
in crucial situations.
While some believe the Colts will not be able to pressure Drew Brees and get sacks, the stats
suggest that sacks are not necessary for the speedy Colts defense who have only recorded one sack
in there two playoff games while giving up a stingy 20 total points. Even without Freeney, Robert
Mathis and Raheem Brock will command double teams from a questionable Saints offensive line
that allowed the Vikings to bother Brees all day in an NFC Championship game which they were

'

lucky to win.
The Saints have stumbled into the Super Bowl after ending the season with three loses and bene
of the Vikings two weeks ago. The Colts are the more dangerous and
fiting from the
talented team, if for no reason other than who will line up under center on Sunday. Manning is playing on a level never before seen in history. He is aware that a win in Suier Bowl XLIV would not only
solidify him as the best in the league, but would also earn him a place on the Mount Rushmore of all- self-destruct-

ion

time greats.

Chris and Matthew are Sports Editors forThe Wooster Voice. Contact them at cwestonlOwooster.edu and myannielOwooster.edu
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Men's basketball improves to

inNCAC

11-- 0

Andrew Vogel
Editor in Chief
mid-Decemb-

track and field
Jun
'10.
Mathis
high-jump- er

I

11--

;

champions from
last spring.

MY: You are one of three indi
vidual NCAC outdoor champions

returning for the Scots. What
sort of pressure does last year's
high jump win bring with it
going into your last season?
JM: I definitely have high expec
tations for this season being a sen
ior and a leader on the team. My
main focus this year is to stay
healthy because if I can stay

9--

49

-

On Wednesday, the team downed
looking simply at Hallowell's scor10-2.
Allegheny College (7-ing line would be misleading.
The team maintained the deft
Hallowell not only matched his
career high in rebounding, but also shooting touch it has found in the
dished out four assists.
past few games, knocking down 51
At the beginning of the season, of its shots from the field and 46
head coach Steve Moore indicated percent from downtown.
Wickliffe broke out with his
that he expected the sophomore to
diversify his game. After being biggest game of the season, pitchnamed National Rookie of the Year
19 points and a
ing in a team-hig- h
career-hig- h
14 rebounds. Wickliffe
in 2009, teams would look to take
the forward's shot away. Moore said added in a block for good measure.
that it was very possible the young
Franks tied Wickliffe with a
team-hig- h
19 points. Franks made
forward would score less, but would
find a way to help the team in other
line,
his living at the
from the
areas. While Hallow-ell'scoring is where he was
down from 14.2
last charity stripe. Franks's ability to
go into the lane and draw fouls has
year to 10.5 this season, he has provided a greater contribution on the made him the third-leadiscorer
glass. After averaging 4.7 rebounds-per-gam- e in the NCAC. Franks also dished
last year, Hallowell is now out eight asists against the Gators.
The Scots' defense, which has
averaging 6.4 rebounds-per-gam- e
tied for the team lead along with been stingy all season, held the
Wicklitfe. Furthermore, Hallowell is Gators to 42 percent shooting from
third on the team in assists. While the field.
The team's early season schedule
teams have keyed on shutting down
Hallowell from long range, he has was arduous, and Moore indicated
found ways to contribute in other
before the season started that he
would not be surprised if the team
areas.
4,

or-16

4-fo- r-5

assists.

Guard Nathan Balch '11 posted
his second straight game in double
figures with 18 points, including hitfrom three-poirange.
ting
After starting slowly, Bald) has
found his shooting touch the past
nt

r-fi

s

1

point-per-ga-

ng

44-2-

end, Hallowell had a slow day,

con-

tributing just three points on
shooting from the field. However,
1-f-

1

healthy, I have a good chance at
making a run at winning the NCAC
championship again in high jump
this year.
MY: The team returns the

fell out of the national top 25 poll

because teams tend to drop out of
the rankings with a few early losses. This is exactly what happened
after a loss to Randolph-Maco- n
College dropped the team to 4
overall. However, Moore also
emphasized that he believed the
tough early season schedule would
help the team once it entered conference play. Moore's analysis
couldn't have been more on target
the team hasn't lost a conference
wingame yet. Riding a
ning streak, the team has jumped to
No. 21 in the national poll.
The team currently sits three
games in front of second-plac- e
).
Wabash College (8-The
team will take on Wabash on Sunday.

85-7-

or-1

1

three champions and an addition
al six scorers from last year's
fifth-plafinish in spring of,
2009. How does that experience
combined with a total of 17 sen
iors help the team both in winter
and looking forward to the
spring?
JM: There are a lot of leaders
and a lot of experience on the team
ce

5--

10-ga-

9-fo- r-9

me

ng

r-8

The Scots absolutely dominated on
the glass,
the Big Red
in the rebounding category.
8
Justin Hallowell '12 led the team
with 12 rebounds. On the scoring
out-muscli-

9)

free-thro- w

two games.
Bryan Wicklitfe '1 was a force in
the paint. Wicklitfe matched a season-high
shoot18 points on
field.
from
the
good
For
measure,
ing
Wickliffe grabbed five rebounds.
7-fo-

.

After starting the season in a slight shooting slump, Nathan Balch '11 has bounced back to
average 17 points in the past three games (Photo by Sateesh Venkatesh).

97-7-

3-fo-

3;

this year. We have six captains. In
addition to those returning we also
have a lot of underclassmen that
came out for the team this year.

me

This year's team

13-6-

A win in Crawfordsville, Ind. would
give the Scots at least a share of the
NCAC regular season title and all

but ensure that the NCAC
Tournament would be played at the
Timken Gymnasium for the sixth
consecutive year.
Up to this point, everything has
gone according to Moore's plan.

Track andfield offto the races in winter season
road finishes then through big wins,

Jonah Comstock
The men's and women's track and
teams traveled to Denison
University last week for the North
Coast Athletic Conference Relays.
In overall scoring, the men placed
fifth out of nine teams while the
women took sixth in a field of eight
teams. The meet was dominated on
both sides by Ohio Wesleyan

field

55-me-

University.
The men earned their place more

through consistent

with McConnell tied
with two other participants at 3.95
meters. Jon Mathis '10 helped the
team out by claiming fourth in the
high jump at 1.78 meters.
Two teams managed to come in at
fifth place, the team of Scott Simpson
'13, Tom Spangler '10, Matt Solter
'10 and Julian Mangano '10 in the
men's 4 x 400 relay and Remington
Jackson '12, Stephen Ferguson '12,
Mangano and Micah Caunter '12 in
the 1600 sprint medley.
The women claimed the only first-plafinish of the day thanks to
respectively,

though they did pull off some
impressive finishes. Eric Dyer '10
once again excelled at the triple
jump, coming in a close second with
a height of 13.03 meters, with his
teammate Ramses Clements '10 in
fifth at 12.26 meters. Brian Albani
hur'10 took third in the
dles relay with a time of 7.97 seconds
only 0.3 seconds behind the
winning time. Robert McConnell '12
and Josh Kime '11 pulled in
Wooster's other two third-plac- e
scores in pole vault and shot put

Editor in Chief

middle-of-th-

e-

ter

ce

'13.
may be a
first-yea- r,
but she proved her worth
to the team Saturday with a first-plafinish in the high jump relay
at 1.60 meters, as well as a sixth
place finish in the women's
hurdles. Besides
and Miriam Wise '12,
who took fifth out of 1 in the
triple jump relay, it was a rough day
for the women's team.
The track teams will have another
chance to compete when they travel
to Oberlin College tomorrow.
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Favre should continue quest for second ring

nil win a

Super Bowl
kincannon

ll'ai

dis- -

wnt"

Garret Hartley

field goal in ox
during the NFC Championship
game. He could be thinking alKiut
how the final pass he's thrown for
the three franchises he's played for
booted a

40-ya- rd

er-ti-

me

have been interceptions. He definitely is grimacing at the disgusting
bruises all over his legs and ankles
that have refused to subside more
than a week after he took the beating of a lifetime against the Saints.
In a magical year, Favre managed
to prove almost all of his doubters

wrong by throwing 33 touchdown
passes and only seven interceptions,
as well as career highs in completion percentage and incredibly
given to teampainful
mates. Even at 4(1, he finished third
in the MY1' race
and, had Drew
I'recs and Peyton Manning not
and 14-- 0 respectively,
started 1.
ass-sla-

'1- -0

ps

he probably would've won
single-handed-

changed the

ly

and

year. Not the egregious and
beating he took against the
Saints, but the immensely gratifying
victories against the Packers, once
on "Monday Night Football," and
the other on the most televised 4
p.m. game in the league's history. He'
under-penaliz-

per-

ed

sonality of the Vikings offense. He
elevated the play of Sidney Rice to
an elite level and mentored Percy
Harvin throughout the season.
If he were to walk away now and
retire for good nobody could fault should remember heaving the ball
him. He would have left at the peak
up to Sidney Rice and watching a
of his mental abilities as a quarterskinnier version of Larry Fitzgerald
back, and even in
come down with
the tw ilight of his
the
ball.
He
physical abilities,
shoUld
recall
he was still a top-fihanding the ball
quarterback
off to Adrian
this year. Even
Peterson in the
'
giv- first game of the
Favre
Brett
knows that the fun
where
season,
must come to an
drove
Peterson
end at some point.
three
through
The solo at the
Browns "defend- end of Lynyrd
ers" before shovSliynyrd's "Free Bird" can only go on ing another onto the ground,
for so long. The Godfather could
though he probably should forget
only stay brilliant for two movies
the
fumbles.
He
before collapsing under Sophia should watch film of the last two
Copolla's horrendous acting, I leek, games of the season, where he postConan O'Brien was only the host of ed nearly a perfect passer rating and
"The Tonight Show" for seven
accumulating nearly Moo yards in the
months before he was
first half against the Giants in week
wrongly
replaced by Jay
17. lie should reflect on how even
In order to make his decision,
though the Vikings turned the ball
Brett Favre should look back to this over five times in the NFC

He's having way

ve

too much fun to

retire without
ing the Super Bowl
one more shot
.

heart-shatteri-

--

I-c-

no.

ng

Championship game, they still controlled the game and were a coin
flip away from starting with the
football in overtime.

Favre should also look
. Brett
towards next year as well. The
offensive line will be improved
through either free agency or the
NFL draft. Adrian Peterson will
spend the entire offseason with Tiki
Barber correcting his fumbling
issues. The NFL will look at the
style of play that the Saints use and
penalize it more harshly, protecting
Favre's increasingly fragile body.
.If the seemingly impossible were
to happen and Brett Favre were to
retire permanently, .no one will call
him weak, and he'll largely be
remembered for his brilliant resur
gence. His 2
season
with the Jets will be just a blip on
the radar.
However, why would he want to
retire right now? lie has one of
the best running baiks in the NFL,

potential to make a run at an
NCAC championship in either
the winter season or this coming
spring?
JM: Definitely. This is the
strongest and most talented team
that I've been a part of here in my
.

four years and the biggest. We have
good athletes in almost every event,
and we will definitely score points
in events in which we haven't
scored in the past couple of years.
The size and depth of the team will
really benefit us and help us reach
e
the goal of being in the
teams this year.
MY: List weekend at the open
tojv-thre-

ing scored meet of the season
you finished tied for fourth in the
high jump at 1.75 meters. How
have lingering injuries affected
you early this season in your per
formance?
JM: It has been a stnirHe. The
injuries I'm dealing with base been
ongoing since last year, but I am
really making staying healthy my
top priority. Football has definitely
had an impact on my body, but once
high jump comes around it's a whole
new set of issues. The wear and tear
of constantly jumping, the stives on
your knees and joints, can n i'!v t.ike
toll on your body. Thai's why stay
ing healthy is one of my main goals
going into the season.
MY: The team finished f.f.h
out of nine teams last w et Lend in
Granville, Oliio. Do you expect
a

this ranking to be close to stan
dard for the team this season?
What are your predictions look
ing forward on the ()' erl'.n
Invitational this weekend a: I the
year in general
JM: This past weekend was only
our second meet ana we actually
hail people

ho ih, in t e n r. to
Denison. Our results are o; ,'v " 'in''
s on
to get better as the
and by outdoor we will hi
V
t even
get to a leel tli.lt we

w ay

i

e to

-

MV;

l

ri-

.'
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lit ihhv.
'

V

y

hi

corps, an
J!

1

too much tun to

retire without giving the Super
Bow

one more shot.

i

.

i

h-

improving ollensive line and an
explosive d Tense. Brett Fa re
might ha e a lot on his mind, but
lie s having

t

s'm--':-

eption

lie has an elite receiving

the biggest that

is

we've had in my four years and I feel
that it is a really strong team as
well. The experience we bring back
combined with the young talent
should make us one of the top tier
teams in the NCAC.
MY: Does this team have the

.'-interc-

Brett Favre probably has a lot
going through his mind right now.
He micrht be
thinking about
1
how his latest
nttemnt tn nrrwp
Packers
the
wrnnir

mathis

.
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Maims is one or
three returning

'conference

4--

Saturday night.
The Scots took control frohi the
opening tip Saturday and never
looked back. Just five minutes into
the action, the Scots built a 15-- 3
lead. Denison was soon able to cut
the margin to seven (18-- 1 1), and was
able to stay within about 10 for most
of the first half. The Scots used a 2
run late in the half to take a 5
lead into halftime.
The Scots didn't let up in the second half, leading by as much as 77-with just under 13 minutes to
play in the game. The Scots coasted
the rest of the way, eventually win3.
ning by a score of
Guard Ian Franks '11 again led
the way for the Scots with 30 points.
Franks has been the Scots' leading
scorer in 12 of their 19 games.
from the field,
Franks was
from behind the
including
arc. Franks also handed out five
1

recently talked to

!

er,

head coach Steve Moore
had been waiting for the Scots (16-- 4,
0
NCAC) to put together a performance in which the team was firing on all cylinders. Unluckily for
6
the Denison Big Red
NCAC) the Scots figured it out last
(4-1- 5,

o

l'annie

Spurts Editor MaUhnv

While the men's basketball team
hadn't lost a game since
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